


“Sun coffee is literally killing the
songbirds we love—and is destroying

a sustainable method of farming
that supports rural communities
in Latin America and keeps toxic

chemicals away from farm workers
and their children. ”

Bridget Stutchbury
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Wood Thrush Declines
Breeding Bird Survey Data



Coffee Plantations vs. Natural Rainforest



Number of Bird Species Supported by 
Coffee Plantations





Whole Foods - Nora, Carmel, Market Square (Allegro)

*not all varieties are certified bird-friendly yet

Wood Warbler Coffee - Noblesville, IN

Online Ordering as of Now

Amazon

See all Brands Available Here:

https://nationalzoo.si.edu/migratory-birds/where-buy-

bird-friendly-coffee

Where to Buy Bird-Friendly Coffee



Other Bird-Friendly Action Steps

 

 

 

 

Provide habitat for birds in your own backyard

Buy Fair-Trade whenever possible

Buy Organic whenever possible

Support companies like our local Endangered Species 

Chocolate, or any Rainforest Alliance company

Shop at stores such as Global Gifts

(i.e. Saving Mono Titi)



Wood Thrush
In southern Mexico, young Wood Thrush males cannot 

compete with mature males for forest-interior 

territories. Living in forest edges or scrub decreases 

winter survival. 



Warblers
In Mexico most young Hooded 

Warblers live as desperate 

“wanderers” because there is 

not enough forest.



Warblers
In Mexico most young Hooded 

Warblers live as desperate 

“wanderers” because there is 

not enough forest.

In Jamaica young American 

Redstarts, and females, are 

forced into dry scrub, where 

there is little food.



If we enjoy coffee, we must appreciate it from a holistic 

point of view. Good coffee comes at a high price, but it is a 

price we should be willing to pay if we want: 

 

farmers to be treated fairly

native peoples to protect the biodiversity of their 

communities

coffee that is healthier to consume

coffee that is sourced at the highest quality

rainforest habitat protected for wildlife

 

We want coffee to be available for generations to come!
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The End



From Coffee
to Conservation

From Coffee
to Conservation


